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Abstract
This paper describes the design and implementation of a web-based system to visualize large collections of text conversa-
tions integrated into a hierarchical four-level-of-detail design. Viewers can visualize conversations: (1) in a streamgraph topic
overview for a user-specified time period; (2) as emotion patterns for a topic chosen from the streamgraph; (3) as semantic
sequences for a user-selected emotion pattern, and (4) as an emotion-driven conversation graph for a single conversation. We
collaborated with the Live Chat customer service group at SAS Institute to design and evaluate our system’s strengths and
limitations.

CCS Concepts
• Visualization application domains → Visual analytics; • Sentiment analysis → sentiment; • Applied computing → Doc-
ument management and text processing; • Decision support systems → Data analytics;

1. Introduction

This paper proposes text analytic methods and an associated web-
based system for visualizing large collections of text conversations
between two participating individuals. Our problem is situated in
the broad area of text analytics and visualization.

Text analysis has a long history, particularly in the area of natu-
ral language processing (NLP) problems like text representations,
syntactic parsing, and document summarization [JM18,MS99]. Vi-
sualizing text is more recent, but is now a well-studied problem
[CC16,KK15] with numerous techniques to visually represent text,
documents, and document collections.

Despite impressive progress in both the NLP and visualization
areas, unsolved research issues remain. For example, deep learning
methods are now being used to model abstractive summaries that
produce more human-like results [KAS19,SHR19]. Text narratives
like those found in movies or novels are being visualized to provide
overviews of plot, character interaction, and complex non-linear
narrative patterns (e.g., time travel) [LWW∗13, PKH19, THM15].
Scale is a critical issue both in terms of computation: (O(mn2) for
LSA on an m×n matrix) and semantics: How many sentences prop-
erly summarize a large document collection? What if there are more
documents than pixels available in a visualization?

Our interest in this paper lies mainly in investigating text visu-
alization and semantic scale. The high-level goals are to highlight
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and summarize patterns in large text conversations using: (1) sen-
timent, the emotional affect embodied in a text block, and: (2) se-
mantics, a short summary of the meaning of a text block. The in-
tended audience is analysts exploring large amounts of text, but
without the time to read the text in its entirety. Semantic sum-
maries provide access to an overall meaning of the text. Senti-
ment captures the emotional affect of the text. Both properties
are commonly required during exploration of large text collec-
tions [KAS19, KKM∗19, LZ12, Moh16, PL04, SHR19]. To address
this need, we focus on four subgoals:

• GLOD . Develop methods to summarize conversations at different
levels of detail, including topics, emotion† (sentiment) patterns,
and semantic sequences. Although emotion includes dimensions
like anger, surprise, and excitement. Our paper uses only a plea-
sure emotion.
• GPROP. Visualize both the raw text of a conversation and derived

properties: sets of conversations forming topics, estimated emo-
tion for both individual conversations and topic sets, and seman-
tic summaries of emotion blocks within a conversation.
• GSCALE Scale to support large collections of conversations.
• GAUTO. Automate the system to minimize the required user in-

terventions.

The four goals were driven in part by ongoing research chal-
lenge of scale, and in part by requests from our collaborators

† Due to the similarity between the words sentiment and semantics, we
substitute emotion for sentiment throughout the remainder of the paper.
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[KAS19, Moh16, NJM19]. All four goals address different as-
pects of scale: level-of-detail of information presented, properties
to enhance and summarize text, methods to scale to massive text
datasets, and minimal user intervention to allow analysis on large
document collections.

We focus on online customer service chats as a practical testbed.
Online chat services are an important customer interaction chan-
nel [Kla13]. We partnered with SAS Institute (www.sas.com),
a well-known business intelligence software provider, to collabo-
rate with SAS’s Live Chat group. This allowed us access to real
chat conversations and interaction with chat agents and managers
to construct, refine, and evaluate our visualization designs.

Visualizing conversations is useful in domains where exploration
of the conversations’ meaning and emotional affect provides insight
over raw text alone. Examples include transcripts, social media, or
customer service sessions. We want to visualize conversations to
expose both the raw text and derived properties at the level of detail
best suited to a user’s analysis needs. Our system uses a four-layer
detail-on-demand design (GLOD, Fig. 1.) The four-layer structure
was constructed in collaboration with SAS researchers, in part to
address their chat analysis needs, and in part to explore potential
solutions to our original four goals.

1. Layer 1 presents an overview of conversations for a user-chosen
time period, subdivided by topic and colored by emotion.

2. Layer 2 focuses on conversations for a user-selected topic from
Layer 1, grouped into emotion blocks built from emotional tran-
sition patterns (for example, UP where P is pleasant and U is
unpleasant emotion.)

3. Layer 3 lists conversations with a specific emotion pattern from
Layer 2, with each emotion block’s text, summarized using se-
mantic keywords.

4. Layer 4 visualizes a single conversation from Layer 3 as an emo-
tion line graph of participants’ utterances, together with a linked
table of the raw text within the conversation.

SAS Live Chat managers identified numerous ways our system
is useful for real-time analysis, posthoc exploration, training, iden-
tifying successful and unsuccessful chat patterns, and determining
common issues raised by customers, particularly when new prod-
ucts are introduced. SAS is currently discussing partnering with
LiveChat Incorporated (www.livechatinc.com), which pro-
vides SAS’s chat infrastructure, to integrate the visualization tools
into LiveChat’s suite of chat analytics offerings. Our proposed vi-
sualization system offers the following novel contributions.

1. A four-layer, detail-on-demand visualization to explore and ana-
lyze large, text-based conversation collections (GLOD, GSCALE.)

2. Emotion estimation to build emotion patterns for a conversation
(GPROP, GAUTO.)

3. Semantic keyword assignment to blocks within an emotion pat-
tern (GPROP, GAUTO.)

4. Real-world evaluation using customer service chats (GLOD ,
GSCALE, GAUTO.)

2. Background

Text visualization techniques have been proposed for various types
of text data and analytic tasks. We developed, combined, and ex-

tend new and existing text visualization and analytic algorithms.
Here, we focus on the methods most relevant to our system. More
general surveys on text visualization and text analytics are available
for interested readers [AZ12, DL16, KK15].

2.1. Text Conversation Visualization

Different methods have been proposed to visualize text narratives
as they unfold. Alharbi and Laramee provide a “survey of surveys”
on existing text visualization methods [AL19]. For example, one
approach is a standard line graph or scatterplot with time on the
x-axis and nodes at different y-positions representing different par-
ticipants. Hovering over a node reveals the text at the corresponding
point in the chat. Nodes can also act as visual glyphs that present
derived text attributes like topics or emotions.

Streamgraphs show the volume of a property over time as a
stacked collection of streams that grow and shrink to visualize
volume [HHWN02, SWL∗10]. History Flow is designed to track
changes in a text document over time [VWD04]. Parallel coordi-
nates can be employed to represent conversations [Ins09], where
axes track the sequence of text blocks, y-position on the axes map
text to individuals, and each polyline represents a conversation. An-
other text narrative visualization technique is StoryFlow, first pro-
posed by Tanahashi and Ma [TM12]. StoryFlow is based on xkcd’s
movie narrative charts (xkcd.com/657/.) Individuals are rep-
resented by horizontal lines running left-to-right over time. Lines
converge during events at a common location, then separate as the
event ends. Improvements have been proposed to optimize compu-
tational speed [LWW∗13], and to handle streaming data rather than
post-processing a completed narrative [THM15].

Kucher et al. provide an overview of recent sentiment visualiza-
tion techniques [KPK17]. Cao et al. developed Whisper to moni-
tor spatiotemporal diffusion of social media information. Sentiment
polarity was visualized using a sunflower metaphor to identify in-
fluencers and geolocated groups receiving and spreading informa-
tion [CLS∗12]. SocialHelix followed, visualizing and tracking so-
cial media topics as they form and their sentiment diverges using
a DNA-like representation [CLLW14]. Wu et al. presented opin-
ion propagation in Twitter using a combination of streamgraphs
and Sankey graphs [WLY∗14]. Liu et al. linked primary and sec-
ondary text using semantic lexical matching. Results are presented
in a dashboard containing topic keywords, concept clusters, and a
causality timeline [LWLM17]. El-Assady et al. extracted conversa-
tion threads from large online conversation spaces using a com-
bination of supervised and unsupervised machine learning algo-
rithms [EASKC18]. Mohammad et al. extracted stance and sen-
timent in tweets using a labeled database, with results visualized
using treemaps, bar graphs, and heatmaps [MSK17]. Kucher et al.
identified stance and sentiment polarity in social media text, then
used similarity over these properties to visualize analysis of collec-
tions of topic–data source streams [KMPK20]. Wei et al. proposed
TIARA, a system to extract topics that are visualized in an anno-
tated streamgraph [WSY∗10]. Dörk et al. use a construct called
“Topic Streams,” a streamgraph approach to monitoring topics in a
large online conversation environment over time [DGWC10].

Lu et al. summarize the use of “predictive visual analytics,” the
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Figure 1. Pictorial description of the four layers in our conversation visualization, showing derived data (Fig. 2) flowing between layers

integration of interactive machine learning and user engagement
with the modeling process to generate interactive visual analyt-
ics [LGH∗17]. El-Assady et al. addressed a problem similar to ours:
visualizing multi-party conversation behavior at the topic level with
their ConToVi system [EAGA∗16]. Speakers are attached to top-
ics, focusing on speaker utterances and behavior patterns within
conversations. Hoque and Carenini implement ConVis and Mul-
tiConVis, an ML, NLP, and visual analytic system to explore blog
conversations [HC14,HC16]. A topic graph is built using individual
conversation topics as sets to a graph-based topic clustering algo-
rithm. Sentiment polarity is calculated using the Sentiment Orien-
tation Calculator, then visualized as a dashboard with filtering and
individual blog selection capabilities.

We considered both ConToVi and MultiConVis as solutions to
our domain, but felt they lacked some of the novel semantic and
emotion properties we provide: a focus+context level-of-detail in-
terface, emotion estimates over individual documents and docu-
ment collections, semantic tag sequences, and a web-based dash-
board. Unique properties of ConToVi (conversation behavior pat-
terns) and MultiConVis (complex filtering) could be integrated into
our system to provide users with a more flexible interface and con-
versations visualizations from different perspectives.

2.2. Conversation Analysis

To visualize conversations, we derive supporting properties using
text analytic algorithms. We focus on three issues directly related

to our research goals: topic identification, text summarization, and
sentiment analysis.

Topic Identification.

Topic identification clusters a collection of text documents D into
sets of related documents based on pairwise document similarity,
forming topic clusters. We use a mixed-model approach, where
each document is assumed to contain some amount of each topic.
Alternative methods (e.g., Gibbs sampling Dirichlet mixture model
[YW14]) assume one topic per document. Mixed models allow
documents to belong to more than one topic, but may be less effec-
tive for short text like tweets or online comments. Standard prepro-
cessing is performed: bag-of-words term vector creation for each
document, stop word removal, stemming, TF-IDF term weight cal-
culations on each term vector, vector normalization, and finally cal-
culation of cosine similarity simi, j = cosθ = vi · v j between pairs
of document term vectors vi and v j.

simi, j are combined into a |D| × |D| similarity matrix SIM,
used as input to a clustering algorithm. Alternatively, a TF-IDF-
weighted document–term vector matrix X can be further processed
to try to improve its representative accuracy. Two well-known ap-
proaches are latent semantic analysis (LSA) and latent Dirich-
let allocation (LDA) [BNJ03, DDL∗90]. Both attempt to form se-
mantic concepts and adjust document representations to use con-
cepts rather than terms alone. LSA uses SVD to separate X into
X =UΣV T, building concepts as linear combinations of terms in D.
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Document d j is defined by the amount of each concept it contains.
The top k concepts based on variance in D (defined by eigenvalues
in ΣΣ

T ) are retained, significantly reducing the size of X . Similarly,
LDA uses X to reinterpret each document as a mixture of inferred
topics using Gibbs sampling. Once reduced term vectors are pro-
duced, cosine similarity or a similar approach like nearest neighbor
in the document-topic space generates topic clusters.

Text Summarization.

Text summaries provide high-level overviews to highlight subsets
of documents matching viewers’ particular interests. Text summa-
rization guides viewers to a small set of relevant documents, al-
lowing them to maximize the return on their reading effort. Meth-
ods for text summarization are studied in natural language process-
ing (NLP), information retrieval (IR), and more recently, in deep
learning [ZWL18]. Approaches include summaries built from high-
weight TF-IDF terms, short summaries made up of sentences ex-
tracted from a document—extracts [AKK04]—or generated from
topics embedded in a document—abstracts [BM05]. Generative ad-
versarial deep neural networks (GAN DNNs) have made significant
progress in the abstract summarization area [KKM∗19, NJM19].

Visualization techniques have also been proposed to present text
summaries. One well-known method is a tag or word cloud that
summarizes a document by generating a set of term–frequency
pairs (ti, fi), then visualizing the k most frequent terms ti sized by
fi (larger for more frequent) and using a space-filling algorithm to
pack them into a “cloud” [VWF09].

Sentiment Analysis.

Sentiment analysis is an active research area in NLP, IR, and ma-
chine learning. Prior to analysis, text may be preprocessed, for
example, by removing objective, fact-based text irrelevant to es-
timating emotion [PL04]. The two most common analysis methods
are: (1) supervised, using a training set to build emotion estimation
models, and (2) unsupervised, where raw text is converted directly
into scores along emotional dimensions. Interested readers are di-
rected to recent surveys on the topic [LZ12,Moh15,PL08,ZWL18].

Analysis is often built on psychological models of emotion that
use orthogonal dimensions to describe emotional affect. For ex-
ample, Russell defined three dimensions pleasure (or valence),
arousal, and dominance—the PAD model—to represent emo-
tion [Rus80, RFB99]. Plutchik’s four-dimensional model of joy–
sadness, anger–fear, trust–disgust, and surprise–anticipation uses a
color wheel to represent basic emotions: hue for dimension end-
points (eight hues) and saturation for emotional intensity (weak
saturation for low intensity to strong for high) [Plu80].

In terms of supervised NLP approaches, Pang et al. com-
pared naive Bayes, maximum entropy, and support vector ma-
chines (SVMs) for classifying movie reviews as positive or neg-
ative [PLV02]. Basic unigrams (independent terms) performed best
using SVM. Intuitive extensions like bigrams (pairs of co-occurring
terms), term frequencies, part of speech tagging, and document po-
sition information did not improve performance. Similarly, Turney
rated online reviews as positive or negative using pointwise mu-
tual information to generate statistical dependence between review
phrases and the anchor words “excellent” and “poor” [Tur02].

A common unsupervised approach employs sentiment dic-
tionaries. Terms appear as keys, but each term is associated
with one or more emotional dimension scores rather than def-
initions. POMS-ex (Profile of Mood States) is a 793-term
dictionary designed to measure emotion on six dimensions:
tension–anxiety, depression-dejection, anger–hostility, fatigue–
inertia, vigor–activity, and confusion–bewilderment [PB08]. Af-
fective Norms for English Words (ANEW) used the PAD model
to score 1,033 emotion-carrying terms along each dimension us-
ing a nine-point scale [MLA∗10]. Other dictionaries also exist:
SentiStrength, built from MySpace comments [TBP∗10]; Linguis-
tic Inquiry and Word Count (LWIC), a dictionary that classifies
terms as positive, negative, or neutral [TP10], and SentiWordNet,
built from the well know WordNet synset dictionary [BES10].
More recently, researchers have applied Amazon MTurk to as-
sign scores for emotional dimensions to large dictionaries. Mo-
hammad and Turney created EmoLex, a dictionary of 14,182 terms
that use Plutchik’s four emotional dimensions [MT13]. Warriner
extended the original ANEW dictionary to approximately 13,000
terms [WKB13], again using MTurk to obtain PAD scores and
comparing results to the original ANEW scores for validation.

Numerous challenges in sentiment estimation continue to exist:
more subtle text cues (e.g., sarcasm, irony, humor, or metaphors),
a writer’s emotion versus what they write (e.g., an author evoking
a particular emotional affect), emotion towards different aspects of
an entity, stance (i.e., the opinion on a topic), or cross-cultural and
domain differences (e.g., “alcohol” can be evaluated differently de-
pending on the underlying culture) [Moh15,Moh16,PL08]. We use
a curated sentiment dictionary, so we highlight limitations specific
to dictionary-based emotion estimation.

1. Term independence. We cannot derive context from neighbor-
ing terms, e.g. for “I am happy” versus “I am not happy.”

2. Missing terms. We cannot score terms a dictionary does not
contain.

3. Term ambiguity. We cannot differentiate between homonyms,
e.g., “I lie down” versus “I lie often”

4. Dictionary size. Increasing term count does not necessarily im-
prove performance, since new terms are often neutral (e.g. “ta-
ble.”) This pushes the aggregate emotion towards neutral, pro-
ducing similar estimates for text that is clearly different.

3. System Design

Given our goals: GLOD , support for multiple levels of detail;
GPROP, visualizing both raw and derived data; GSCALE, scalability,
and GAUTO, and minimal manual user intervention, we concluded
no existing technique satisfies all of these requirements. New meth-
ods are needed, or existing methods must be extended.

Frameworks exist for real-world design studies, for example,
investigations by Tory and Möeller on whether expert reviews
are valuable, or Sedlmair et al.’s guidelines on designing evalu-
ations that include domain experts [SMM12, TM05]. Design re-
quirements were initially defined during twice-monthly meetings
with SAS, followed by refinement based on our analytic and visual-
ization knowledge. Using Sedlmair’s nine-stage design framework,
we completed: learn (NCSU), winnow (NCSU/SAS), cast (SAS),
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discover (NCSU/SAS), design (NCSU), implement (NCSU), de-
ploy (NCSU/SAS), reflect (NCSU/SAS), write (NCSU). Individu-
als most expert for each stage participated, and significant collabo-
ration occurred in multiple stages.

In summary, SAS identified four goals that were difficult or im-
possible to extract with their existing tools: (1) identifying seman-
tic and emotion patterns in chats related to a topic of interest, (2)
determining whether certain subtopics had significant activity, (3)
identifying chats with similar semantic patterns, and (4) locating
chats that ended poorly to try to determine what caused the failed
interaction. Our design was driven in large part by these needs.

For text analytics, we applied text clustering to subdivide a con-
versation set into topics, sentiment analysis to assign emotional es-
timates to individual conversations and conversation sets, and topic
summarization to assign semantic tags to blocks of text with com-
mon emotions. For visualization, we integrated streamgraphs and
line graphs with two novel glyph-based approaches to form a level-
of-detail visualization system. User interface operations tie the lev-
els together to allow viewers to identify areas of interest, explore
them in detail, then return to higher-level overviews to continue
their investigations. Our system is implemented as a web-based ap-
plication using JavaScript and the jQuery and d3 interface and vi-
sualization libraries [Bos21, Ope16].

3.1. Terminology

Before describing our visualization system, we provide definitions
for the different types of derived data, their purposes, and their uses
within the system. These are either existing attributes in SAS’s chat
datasets, or properties we derived to meet their analysis and visual-
ization requests.

• Entity. A single contiguous text block, e.g., a sentence or para-
graph.
• Chat. An ordered sequence of entities that form a conversation.
• Chat set. A set of chats related in some way, e.g., by topic.
• Topic set. A set of chats whose text discusses a common topic.
• Chat set similarity. The similarity between the text from two

chat sets.
• Emotion. An estimation of pleasure based on a collection of text.
• Entity-level emotion. The emotion associated with an entity.
• Emotion block. A block formed from a collection of adjacent

entities, each with identical entity-level emotion.
• Emotion pattern. The sequence of emotion blocks that occurs

over a chat.
• Topic emotion. The overall emotion for chats in a topic set.
• Semantic tag. A term summary of an entity’s semantics.
• Emotion block semantic tag. A semantic tag for the text in an

emotion block.
• Semantic tag sequence. The sequence of tags for emotion

blocks in a chat.

3.2. System Overview

The flow diagram in Fig. 2 outlines the data derivation stages,
which include importing a raw chat dataset D and generation of
derived results: topics, emotion, emotion patterns, chat set simi-
larity, and semantic tags. Topic sets are defined over D. Emotion

is computed both for sets of chats belonging to a common topic
(topic emotion) and as emotion patterns for individual chats. Chat
set similarity is computed between sets of chats with common emo-
tion patterns. Semantic tags are generated for individual emotion
blocks (emotion block semantic tags.) Stages highlighted in orange
represent novel contributions to the text analytics, sentiment ana-
lytics, and visualization fields:

• Entity-level emotion. Weighting individual entities to aggre-
gate independent term emotion for an entity emotion estimation
(GPROP, GSCALE.)
• Emotion pattern. Chat summarization based on entity emotion

sequences (GSCALE, GAUTO.)
• Emotion pattern semantics. Machine learning and dictionary-

based approaches to assign descriptive tags to emotion blocks
within an emotion pattern (GPROP, GSCALE, GAUTO.)
• Chat set similarity. Similarity calculation for pairs of chat sets

based on a combination of text similarity and emotion (GPROP.)
• Chat emotion. Hierarchical emotion estimation at entity, chat,

emotion pattern, and topic levels of detail (GLOD, GPROP.)

Once raw data is imported, topic sets, chat similarity, emotion,
and semantic tags are computed to act as input for the four-layer
visualization (Figs. 1 and 2).

3.3. Text Analytics

We motivate the different data derivation stages in Fig. 2, then ex-
plain how the derived data is used to construct the individual visu-
alization layers in Fig. 1.

Chat Topic Clustering.

During our collaboration with SAS Institute, we applied their text
analytics tools where appropriate, although these can easily be
replaced with publicly available libraries. SAS Text Miner (TM)
[SAS17b] clusters individual chats into topic sets using LDA. TM
applies k-means to cluster the documents into topics, choosing k us-
ing root mean squared error (RMSE) [KM13]. For small datasets, a
single, manageable k will often suffice. For large datasets, we apply
hierarchical level-of-detail decomposition to avoid a single, large k.

Chat Emotion.

We estimate chat emotion at four levels of detail: (1) aggre-
gated emotion for a topic set (topic emotion); (2) visual patterns
representing sequences of emotion blocks (emotion pattern); (3)
blocks combining adjacent entities with identical emotion (emotion
blocks), and (4) emotion for each chat entity (entity-level emotion.)
This addresses our level-of-detail and visualization goals (GLOD .)

Chats are subdivided into entities using a simple approach based
on speaker transition. Regardless of the method, each entity is
meant to contain a single emotion to avoid multiple emotions in-
terfering with one another during estimation. We decided to com-
pare and contrast three methods: dictionary-based, NLP-based, and
a combination of the two.

We automatically build a chat training set using a sentiment dic-
tionary. This training set acts as input to a supervised machine
learning algorithm, in our case support vector machine (SVM). The
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Figure 2. Data derivation to convert raw text chats using two separate stages: a chat topic stage to derive similarity and emotion by topic, and
an individual chat stage to derive emotion and semantics by segmented blocks within each chat; orange stages represent stages with novel
contributions

dictionary-based training set uses a sentiment dictionary in the stan-
dard way: recognized terms in a text block (or entity) are scored
along a pleasure dimension with the dictionary, results are aggre-
gated, and the entity is assigned a positive, neutral, or negative va-
lence. This is used to build an emotion estimation model M. M can
then assign emotions and confidences to untagged entities.

Our dictionary is curated from multiple sources: the original
ANEW [MLA∗10], Warriner’s extended ANEW [WKB13], and
a happiness dictionary that we extended to include arousal scores
[DHK∗10]. This produced 11,528 terms for the two emotional di-
mensions pleasure and arousal. A mean and standard deviation
based on participant responses exists for each term–dimension pair.
Higher standard deviations indicate disagreement among observers
on the “correct” term score. Emotion estimates for each entity use
a weighted average of the dictionary’s pleasure scores for an en-
tity’s terms. Weights are derived from normal curves based on term
standard deviation: higher weights for terms with a lower standard
deviation.

A sentiment dictionary offers two practical advantages. First, it
fully automates the process of emotion estimation, allowing min-
imal manual user intervention (GAUTO.) Second, it can generalize
to a range of text sources and analysis tasks. Sentiment dictionar-

ies also suffer from the limitations listed in Section 2.2, however,
which can skew emotion estimates in various ways.

To investigate improving the emotion estimates, we constructed
a rule-based emotion estimation model using SAS Sentiment Anal-
ysis Studio (SA) [SAS17a]. SA uses a supervised learning ap-
proach to model text-to-emotion rules. The training set is split into
ten samples S1, . . . , S10 to perform ten-fold cross-validation. We
generate a final rule-based model as follows:

1. Load S2 . . .S10 into SA to build a statistical training model.
2. Import learned features from the training model to create a rule-

based model.
3. Test the rule-based model against S1 for accuracy.
4. Save the model as M1. Repeat steps 1 through 3 for S2, . . . ,S10.
5. Merge M1, . . . ,M10 weighted by their validation scores to create

a final M.

M is used to re-estimate emotion and confidence scores for each
chat. SA generates categorical emotions of unpleasant (U), neutral
(N), or pleasant (P). We combine adjacent entities with identical
categories to produce emotion blocks (Fig. 4b.) For example, a chat
with SA-estimated entities scored pleasant, pleasant, unpleasant,
pleasant, unpleasant, and unpleasant is represented by four emotion
blocks in an emotion pattern PUPU. Follow-on processing with
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emotion blocks should reduce both computation time and visual
complexity since the number of blocks in a chat is normally smaller
than the number of entities. To produce aggregated emotion for a
chat set, we calculate a weighted average of chat emotions in the
set, where weight corresponds to SA-estimated confidence.

Validation against manual scoring showed that dictionary+SA
estimates were more accurate than either dictionary or SA esti-
mates alone. Four hundred chat entities were sampled from the chat
dataset. Two volunteers hand-scored each entity as positive, neu-
tral, or negative. In twenty-four cases (6%) the volunteers disagreed
on U-N or N-P scores (i.e., neutral versus non-neutral). In six cases
(1.5%) the volunteers disagreed on U-P scores. Discussions were
held to resolve which emotion to assign. The chats were then au-
tomatically scored for emotion with our dictionary method, SAS
SA’s default model, and our SA model trained on dictionary-scored
entities (dictionary+SA.) Accuracy for the three methods dictio-
nary, SA, and dictionary+SA were 45%, 64%, and 70%, respec-
tively. F1, precision, and recall results showed that in all three cases,
dictionary+SA outperformed both dictionary and default SA.

No technique outperformed the others in all cases. For example,
“I appreciate that!” was scored N by our dictionary, but P by the
dictionary+SA model. “Our SAS EM won’t start up properly” was
scored U by our dictionary, but N by the dictionary+SA model.

Pattern Set Similarity.

Pattern set similarity represents the text similarity between two sets
of chats with different emotion patterns. For example, to compute
chat similarity between the pleasant–unpleasant–pleasant pattern
set (PUP) and another set (say PU):

1. For each topic set Ti produced during chat topic clustering, iden-
tify all pattern sets PS j ∈ Ti.

2. For every pair of pattern sets PS j and PSk, calculate a normal-
ized similarity sim j,k between the text in PS j and PSk

3. Repeat this process for all n topics Ti ∈ T1, . . . ,Tn.

We compute pattern set similarity by topic since pattern sets are
visualized after a user selects a topic from the streamgraph.

The similarity matrix SIM is used in the Emotion Patterns visual-
ization (Sec. 3.4) to force-project glyphs representing each pattern
set. We chose multidimensional scaling (MDS) as one method to
project pairs of pattern sets with a higher similarity closer to one
another on a 2D plane. This allows analysts to identify whether
pattern sets are similar or dissimilar based on their text.

Emotion Block Semantic Tags.

We compute a semantic tag (e.g., “greeting”, “question”, “feature”)
for each emotion block in a chat to summarize its text. This pro-
vides an overview of the chat without forcing viewers to read its
raw text. To do this, we:

1. Sample each topic set to select a representative group of chats.
2. For each emotion block in the sample set, manually assign an

appropriate semantic tag.
3. Combine manually tagged emotion blocks into a training set,

then use TM to model semantic tags based on a block’s text.
4. Use the model to assign semantic tags to every emotion block.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Streamgraph of topics in a chat dataset: (a) day on the
x-axis, chat volume on the y-axis, a “stream” corresponds to a topic
with color representing overall emotion for chats in the topic; the
lower, miniaturized streamgraph shows all available chats, and al-
lows users to select time intervals to visualize in more detail in the
upper streamgraph; (b) using the mini-streamgraph at the bottom
of the visualization to zoom in on a specific time period

This is the one situation where manual intervention is required.
It is also possible to fully automate this process as follows.

1. Topics are defined as pairs of individuals participating in con-
versations, removing TM’s topic clustering.

2. A rule-based emotion model is not constructed with SA. Instead,
we use our dictionary to estimate emotion directly.

3. Semantic tags are chosen as an emotion block’s highest-weight
TF-IDF terms, removing TM’s text-to-tag model.

3.4. Visualization

Topics, emotion, emotion patterns, chat similarity, and semantic
tags are presented in a four-layer visualization. Each layer occu-
pies a separate screen in an overview+detail manner. Live Chat
users preferred this to a single screen focus+context approach.

Streamgraph.

A streamgraph provides an overview of topics, topic volume, and
topic emotion over time for chats in D. Streamgraphs can visualize
tens of thousands of chats without difficulty (GSCALE).

The Live Chat group asked to examine blocks of chats over time,
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separated by topic and annotated with topic emotion. They moni-
tor chat volume by topic (e.g., during a new product or update re-
lease), as well as emotion and how it changes within a topic over
time. Based on several alternatives (stack bar charts, line charts,
and streamgraphs) the Live Chat users were most positive about
the streamgraph, requesting the ability to select specific time in-
tervals (Fig. 3a). A miniaturized version of the streamgraph at the
bottom of the visualization allows users to select a time interval for
the main streamgraph while maintaining overall context (Fig. 3b).

Topic sets and emotion over time for each topic are input to the
streamgraph, where they are visualized using height (chat volume)
and a double-ended color scale (overall chat emotion): saturated
blue for pleasant to saturated red for unpleasant [HE99]. Fig. 3 cov-
ers one month with ten streams representing ten topics. The gaps
in the graph show weekends when chat agents are not available.
Novel findings by the Live Chat users included: (1) the fact that
overall call volume seems to increase at the beginning of the week,
then taper off towards Fridays, and (2) the negative emotion in the
Student topic at the end of the fourth week.

The colors, both here and in other layers in the visualization,
are selected based on perceptual guidelines [HE99]. Red and blue
are used to respect colorblind individuals. Hovering over a topic’s
stream will highlight the stream. A tooltip shows the number of
chats in the topic for the currently selected time. Analysts can focus
on chats that contain specific keywords using a Search field that
filters on keywords of interest to only include chats that contain
the specified keywords. As with time intervals, keyword filtering
applies to all layers beneath the streamgraph visualization.

Emotion Patterns.

The emotion pattern layer visualizes emotion transition pattern sets
for a user-chosen topic, the volume of chats in each pattern set,
and the text similarity between sets. This layer highlights patterns
of interest (e.g., single emotion chats, or chats ending in negative
emotion), and visually “groups” patterns with similar chat text.

Live Chat users often focus on a specific topic to examine. Emo-
tion estimates are beneficial since they allow for evaluating how
chats progress over time. This motivated the idea of emotion pat-
terns. The Live Chat users requested removing neutral blocks since
they are most interested in “outlier” emotions. We suggested two
additional properties: a representation of the volume of chats for
each emotion pattern and the ability to see which participant, cus-
tomer or agent, contributed the majority of the text in an emotion
block. This shows positive or negative emotions associated with
customers and chat agents. Given this, we developed an emotion
pattern glyph. Choosing a topic stream in the streamgraph gen-
erates a visualization for chats in the selected topic, presented as
emotion pattern sets: collections of chats with identical positive–
negative emotion transitions (Fig. 4a.) Input includes chats for the
selected topic, emotion patterns for each chat, and similarity scores
for all pairs of pattern sets.

An emotion pattern set is visualized as a rectangle made up of
the pattern’s emotion blocks (Fig. 4b.) The same colors from the
streamgraph are used to represent a block’s emotion (e.g., blue-
red-blue for a two-transition PUP emotion pattern). The size of a
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Figure 4. Emotion patterns in a user-chosen topic: (a) one rect-
angle per emotion pattern set, blue. . .red for pleasant. . .unpleasant
blocks, distance between pattern rectangles represent text similar-
ity; (b) emotion pattern rectangle, block color → emotion, block
width → percentage of chat, block texture → dominant speaker,
area→ number of chats with emotion pattern set

rectangle visualizes the number of chats in the pattern set, with
the exact number of chats overlaid on the pattern’s rectangle. The
emotion blocks’ widths correspond to the percentage of the chats’
text that occurs within the block. Emotion blocks are textured to
show the participant dominating the discussion (Fig. 4b): diagonal
lines for customer, dots for agent, or pluses for equal participation.

Rectangles are positioned based on text similarity between emo-
tion pattern sets: closer for more similar. We use MDS to position
rectangles so that Euclidean distance estimates similarity. Jittering
was used to control rectangle overlap. This visually groups pattern
sets with similar text. Hovering over an emotion rectangle gener-
ates a tooltip with the number, order, and emotion of its subblocks,
the number of chats in the pattern, the percentage of chats for given
topic, and the average number of entities in each chat (Fig. 4).

Novel findings by the Live Chat users included recognizing
how many chats went well (e.g., the large all-blue rectangle in
Fig. 4a) and how many went poorly (e.g., pattern sets endings in
red, unpleasant emotion.) They also identified common patterns
(large rectangles), more complex chats (rectangles with numerous
blocks), or chats where the agent expressed negative emotion (red
blocks with a dot pattern texture).

Semantic Sequences.

The semantic sequence layer visualizes semantic tags for blocks in
an emotion pattern set. Chats in the set are grouped by their seman-
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Figure 5. Semantic sequence visualization of chats in a set, color
represents emotion (blue → pleasant, red → unpleasant), tags
above emotion blocks summarize the block’s text, the histogram vi-
sualizes x-axis→ semantic sequence, y-axis→ sequence frequency

tic tag sequences. Tags indicate an emotion block’s content without
needing to read the block’s text. They also identify semantic tag
sequences that occur frequently within the pattern set. NCSU and
SAS researchers examined individual text blocks to produce four-
teen representative semantic tags.

Live Chat users use a summary of a chat set’s text content to in-
vestigate chats with specific emotion patterns. One need is to iden-
tify frequent chats with particular text content in a specific order.
The semantic sequence layer visualizes the chats in a user-chosen
emotion pattern set. Chats’ blocks are tagged using a descriptive
keyword to present the “gist” of the chats’ conversations. Seman-
tic tag sequences group chats to identify common sequences. A
histogram shows each semantic group in descending order of chat
count to further support analysis (Fig. 5).

Choosing a rectangle in the emotion pattern layer generates the
semantic sequence visualization for chats in the emotion pattern:
a list of chats’ tagged semantic sequences and a histogram of se-
mantic sequence frequencies. Input includes chats for the selected
pattern, emotion blocks for each chat, and semantic tags for each
emotion block.

The list of emotion patterns represents individual chats. Because
all chats are from a common emotion pattern, they all have the same
color sequence. The length of each rectangle represents the length
of the chat in entities. Every block is annotated with a semantic tag
to summarize the text in the block’s entities. Chats are combined
into semantic tag sequence groups. The first three chats in Fig. 5
have a “Solution–No Questions” semantic sequence. The next two
have a “Problem–Unresolved” sequence. Semantic tag groups are
sorted in descending order of chat count, placing sequences that
are most common at the top of the list. A frequency histogram of
semantic sequences is used to represent semantic patterns (e.g., a
bar for Solution–No Questions.) Hovering over a bar generates a
tooltip with the bar’s semantic sequence and chat count (Fig. 5.)
Selecting a bar will scroll the list of chats to the start of the semantic
tag group that contains the bar’s semantic sequence.

The Live Chat group used the semantic sequence visualizations
to: (1) identify frequent chats with a common order of content; (2)
summarize chat content through semantic tags, and (3) present the

Figure 6. Visualizing a user-chosen chat, x-axis→ time, y-axis→
pleasure, blue, gray, and red nodes (top, center, bottom y-position)
for pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant entities, respectively; text win-
dow shows raw text for the chat entities

distribution of chats by semantic tag sequence. This highlighted im-
portant semantic patterns that were part of selected emotion groups.
Novel findings included a large number of chats that started nega-
tively and ended positively. Although suspected, this confirmed that
agents led numerous chats to a successful conclusion.

Chat Graph.

A chat graph visualizes one chat’s entities: its raw text, emotion,
and the emotion transitions as the chat unfolds. Selecting a chat
rectangle in the semantic sequence visualization presents a chat
graph (Fig. 6.) Input includes the text of the selected chat, the chat
entities, and their emotion.

Live Chat users understand that reading chats is sometimes un-
avoidable. Indeed, this is the current method for exploring a chat
dataset. The Live Chat users employ our summaries and derived
properties to direct exploration and reveal insights in large chat sets.
A chat graph summarizes a single chat with a line graph: nodes rep-
resent alternating client and agent utterances. y-position and color
dual-encode the overall emotion of a node’s text. The raw text is
listed below the graph, again colored to highlight estimated emo-
tion.

Blue, gray, and red nodes at the top, center, and bottom of the
graph represent pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant entities, respec-
tively. Hovering over a node generates a tooltip that contains the
text of the node’s entity (Fig. 6.) Below the graph are entities that
occurred during the chat, colored blue, gray, and red. Selecting an
entity highlights the corresponding node in the chat graph by gen-
erating its tooltip (Fig. 6.) Similarly, selecting a node scrolls the list
of entities to the selected node’s entity.

The Live Chat group uses the chat graph to visualize the length of
a chat and how emotion flows within it. An unexpected finding was
that the graph–text linking was most useful since it allowed viewers
to focus on specific entities, then scroll directly to the entity’s raw
text. This made it much faster to determine the chat’s details and
what was driving its success or failure.

Summary.

The novel contributions of our four-layer design include:
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• Level-of-Detail. A level-of-detail text visualization based on
emotion that allows users to move from large document collec-
tions through emotion and semantic groupings and finally to an
individual document (GLOD, GSCALE.)
• Emotion Glyphs. A narrative subdivided at emotion transitions

using a glyph to visualize emotion and text properties. Glyphs
are positioned using MDS to visually encode text similarity
across emotion pattern sets (GPROP.)
• Semantic Tag Sequences. Entity and text document summariza-

tion through integration into a level-of-detail document visual-
ization system (GLOD, GPROP, GAUTO.)
• Visualization. Visual analytics for document sets, an item of in-

terest to both researchers and practitioners, beyond what the re-
search and commercial communities provide (GPROP, GSCALE.)

4. Real-World Validation

To test our visualization design with real-world data, we validated
with real chat data from the SAS Live Chat group.

4.1. SAS Live Chat

Our preference was to conduct controlled experiments with Live
Chat agents. Unfortunately, it was not possible to schedule this
validation. Instead, we worked with two Live Chat managers who
used the system over four months of actual chat data, then pro-
vided feedback comparing the tools they are currently using, their
understanding of how agents manage chats, and the types of prob-
lems encountered. The Live Chat managers estimate received 5,675
chats per month or 22,700 chats over our four-month test period.

Monthly Posthoc Analysis.

Live Chat managers conduct monthly posthoc analysis to compile
summary statistics, search for situations where chats went well or
poorly, and monitor chats related to specific topics to communicate
issues back to the product teams. To do this, the Live Chat team
had already built analysis tools in SAS to explore their data.

Managers reported that the visualizations significantly improved
the ability to locate items of interest and gain better insights into the
data. For example, they would select topics in the streamgraph, then
search the emotion patterns for chats that ended in unpleasant emo-
tion, or for entirely unpleasant chats. They would drill down into
these emotion patterns to see if there were a few high-frequency
semantic sequences or a broad range of different issues causing the
unsuccessful resolution. The managers would further probe indi-
vidual chats to view the exact interactions that pushed emotion in
different directions. This ability improved their situation awareness
of the month’s chats and reduced the time needed to understand
specific types of problems.

Training.

A second novel idea the Live Chat team discussed was using the
visualization tool as a training aid. Chat agents are trained to han-
dle different customers and interactions, which may be infrequent
but are important and challenging to manage. Visualizations al-
low Live Chat managers to locate chats representing these situa-
tions and present successful and unsuccessful resolutions. This can

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Predictive topic visualization with: (a) 10%; (b) 20%, and
(c) 100% of the chat text available

be done in terms of the full chat between customer and agent or
based on emotion transitions that occurred during the chat. Com-
paring successful and unsuccessful chats highlights responses that
are more likely to lead to successful resolutions.

Predictive Topic Identification.

One area of future interest is a chat graph that tracks emotion in
real-time and tries to predict the topic of a chat based on its text.
This is valuable because one common customer complaint is that it
takes too long for an agent to “understand” the customer’s issue.

We integrated a predictive topic model into the chat graph built
on past chats and their associated topics. Predicted topics are shown
as a rectangle to the right of the line graph (Fig. 7), split into the
four topics with the highest probabilities. We experimented with
one, two, four, and all predicted topics. The Live Chat agents felt
two topics were too few, especially when chats were beginning, and
all topics were too many. The height of each topic represents its
relative probability. Fig. 7 shows an example of a chat when 10%
(7a), 20% (7b), and 100% (7c) of the chat is complete. Initially,
the model suggests resource query as the chat’s topic, but at 20%
it switches to price & analytics & license. The relative probability
of price & analytics & license continues to climb, proving to be
the correct choice when the chat concludes. Agents could combine
domain knowledge with predictive topic probabilities to reach a
resolution more quickly.

General Feedback.

The Live Chat managers offered general feedback on our system
and how it compared to their existing analytic workflow.
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• “The visualizations are clear and simple, which is not typically
the case with tools like this. We’re able to simply look at the
visualizations and ‘get’ what we’re seeing, without the need for
extensive training prior to using them.”
• “The streamgraph provides a quick high-level view of top topics

along with emotion and is simple to navigate. It’s easy to ad-
just the time range. The search capability enhances discovery of
particular subtopics, which is very useful.”
• “Aggregation of similar intra-chat [emotion] patterns is useful.”
• “The histogram [in the semantic sequence visualization] is a

good guide to explore and find specific semantic sequences.”

Feedback sessions were conducted every two weeks with our
SAS collaborators. Although formal accuracy experiments were
not conducted due to time constraints with Live Chat users, we re-
ceived no feedback on situations where results were considered in-
correct. Feedback focused almost exclusively on novel insights the
users derived from the system, and on extensions the users identi-
fied as potentially improving the system. Properties for each layer
were computed in near real-time, and the visualizations themselves
were designed to run interactively, allowing the Live Chat users to
explore their data at will.

Live Chat personnel also suggested improvements. They pro-
posed selecting semantic tags in the semantic sequence visualiza-
tion to only show chats with blocks that contained the tags. Hover-
ing over a block in the semantic sequence visualization could reveal
the block’s text, freeing them from drilling down to the chat graph.
Exporting streamgraph data as a table would allow follow-on filter-
ing, sorting, and other types of useful organization of the topic and
emotion categories. These suggestions are planned as future work.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a four-layer level-of-detail system to visual-
ize large collections of conversations between pairs of participants.
Each layer filters conversations to provide more detail, from an
overview of conversation topic, volume, and aggregated emotion at
the top layer to emotion transitions, semantic tag summaries, and
raw text of a conversation at the lowest layer.

We address our goals of GLOD , summarization at different levels
of detail; GPROP, visualize both raw text and derived properties;
GSCALE, scalability, and GAUTO, minimal manual user intervention.

1. Level-of-detail. Viewers can transition from high-level
overviews of a conversation dataset, through topic conversa-
tions sorted by emotion pattern, to tagged conversations with
a common emotion pattern, and to a graph of a conversation’s
emotion transitions, semantic tags, and raw text.

2. Raw and Derived Data. Each layer displays both original and
derived data: emotion, volume, and topic in the streamgraph;
emotion, participant, conversation count, and text similarity in
the emotion pattern layer; emotion and text length in the seman-
tic sequence layer; and emotion in the conversation graph layer.

3. Scalability. The streamgraph can visualize thousands of conver-
sations and provides visual cues on topic, emotion, and volume
to allow viewers to focus their explorations.

4. Minimal user intervention. A sentiment dictionary supports

emotion estimation, and data analytics is used for topic cluster-
ing, force-directed layout, and semantic tagging of text.

Future Work

Several issues remain for future work. We want to extend our tech-
nique to conversations with more than two participants. We require
an approach that extends to all four visualization layers. There is
also the issue of scalability, that is, how many participants can we
support, and is there a reasonable upper limit on the number of par-
ticipants in a conversation-based visualization domain? We want
to improve the derived data techniques. One candidate is semantic
tagging. We can currently tag in a fully automatic manner. Still, we
plan to re-implement a bootstrapping approach to see if an initial
TF-IDF estimation followed by a more sophisticated modeling ap-
proach can yield improved results. We may allow users to update
or extend the sentiment dictionary from within the visualization
system. This would focus the default dictionary on their domain,
potentially improving emotion estimates within that domain.
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